
HOW TO WRITE A BOOK REVIEW PDF ANNOTATOR

Here are some tips to annotate books effectively using PDF Expert. To fight this syndrome, I write a short summary in
my own words after.

To do more with the text you highlighted, tap the AddAnnot option. Some like highlighting while others like
drawing. At any time, tap the center of your screen to evoke a radial menu. Also, toggle the Copy Annotated
Text to Note switch. After doing all your markups, tap the Share icon in the toolbar and select an app to share
your annotations. It comes with a built-in file manager, cloud storage support, and collaboration tools to
annotate ebooks and review them in real time. Be careful: You can find yourself exploring different colors
instead of actually reading! It's like when you read a book to prepare for a discussion in class. It helped me
interact with text actively, remember more, and perform well in class. Here, you can add a note with different
colors, attach a file or image, write on a text box, and more. These are phrases containing the essence of the
chapter, and things that have impressed me and stuck in my mind after the first reading. What should I learn
from it? If you wish to add a note, select the highlighted text and tap Note. Maria Henyk. Annotate and Export
Notes Open the document you would like to annotate. From the color picker box, choose the color you want to
highlight with. Enter your note and tap Save. After reading the chapter, I have an idea of what is important in
it. You can also underline or strikethrough text with different colors. The note sign will appear on the page.
Color coding is useful when you want to find your notes on a certain subject quickly. Tap Style to change the
color, opacity or even annotation type. Use color coding When I started reading the book, I highlighted
everything in yellow and finally got lost in my annotations. I should be able to look at these phrases and recall
what the chapter tells. This tab allows you to navigate all your annotations. Annotate and View Notes To
create a highlight, tap the center of your screen to bring up the Action Bar. You can adjust brightness, the page
display mode, zoom settings, and even create a highlight without going through tedious options. Orange is for
ideas on competitors. The only thing helping me survive through my school and college years was annotating.
To highlight the text, drag the marker to select a desired portion of the text and tap Highlight.


